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This book is as much about freemasonry in Austria before, during and after World
War II as it is about moral conflicts of masonic grand bodies in countries outside the
National Socialists’ circle of influence and the endeavours of Austrian grand bodies
to resurrect and normalize masonic life after World War II.
The book impressively deals with individual masons in Austria and their personal
answers to National Socialism between adjustment, persecution and resistance
(‘Anpassung, Verfolgung und Widerstand’). Patka certainly manages to create an
academically valuable weight of documentary evidence, yet at the same time the
work produces a subtle, but definite, emotional reaction from the reader. One
becomes intrigued by the individual fates and actions of Austrian freemasons who
reacted to the proliferation of Nazi ideology in society.
The book is divided into three main chapters, with the destruction of the Grand
Lodge of Vienna being the first, followed by a chapter on Austrian freemasons
in exile and concluding with a description of the Grand Lodge’s difficult postwar resumption in Vienna between 1945 and 1955. The author uses Nazi records
that contain information about occupied Austrian lodges, as well as the archive
of the Grand Lodge of Austria, the Austrian public record office, the archive of
Austrian opposition and the Research Centre for Austrian Literature during the
reign of the National Socialist regime (‘Forschungsstelle Österreichische Literatur im
Nationalsozialismus’).
Right from the start Patka informs us that Austrian lodges before World War I
were dominated by Jewish members. This stemmed from the fact that in 1874 for
the first time a new constitution gave Austria’s Jews full civic rights, thereby making
it possible for them to enter clubs and societies. Austrian freemasonry stressed the
absolute equality of all brothers as one of its main principles. However, Austria was not
excluded from the increasing number of conspiracy theories regarding freemasons,
with Jewish brothers being a particular target of abuse. As seen in other contexts,
freemasonry was—and in some places still is—accused of spreading communist
ideology, which allegedly has world hegemony as an ultimate aim.
Until 1933 the Grand Lodge in Austria had jurisdiction over 24 lodges with
up to 2000 members, with an approximate Jewish membership of 70-80 percent.
In hindsight, the slow reaction of Austrian freemasons to the closure of lodges in
Hitler’s Germany appears somewhat naive. It was only in 1935, when freemasonry
was eradicated in Germany, that Austrian freemasons realized that they could
be targeted in the same manner. Indeed, it was only a few days before Austria
lost its independence that Austrian freemasons frantically assembled for urgent
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consultations. Even at this dark hour, they hesitated and came to no firm decisions. It
was therefore all too easy for the Nazis to requisition the facilities of the Grand Lodge
and the premises of other lodges and to confiscate all the documents they found.
With the information garnered from these actions it was then possible to act against
Austrian freemasons by excluding them from membership of the Nationalsozialistische
Deutsche Arbeiterpartei (NSDAP) and discriminating against them in society.
However, as Patka argues, activities against freemasons varied from pure contempt
to fanatic agitation against them, due to the rivalry of different factions inside the
party. In the following years, negative treatment became restricted to higher grade
masons and those who worked in higher masonic positions. Jewish freemasons in
Austria were in a particularly vulnerable position. Two thirds of the approximate
200,000 Jewish Austrians managed to escape from the country, with the other
third being murdered by the Nazis. Since so many Jews were freemasons, it is not
surprising that a high proportion of Austrian emigrants were freemasons and that
Austrian masonic life was hit especially hard. Indeed, the majority of its members left
the country during and after World War II.
Patka illustrates the various reactions of Austrians when learning about the negative consequences arising from their masonic membership by providing a series of
biographies. One can only feel respect for the few Austrians that stood up against the
regime and defended masonic principles—likewise one can only be disgusted at the
level of denunciations.
Patka goes on to describe the many attempts to continue Austrian freemasonry in
exile. He explains the difficult situation in cities, such as London, and the conditions
faced when establishing lodges in Palestine. Finally, he deals with the reconstruction
of the Grand Lodge in Vienna. With massive financial help from America, England
and Austrian freemasons outside Austria, the Austrian freemasons managed to be
recognized by the United Grand Lodge of England even before the signing of the
treaty that changed its name on 22 April 1955 to ‘Großloge der Alten und Freien Maurer
von Österreich’.
Unlike Germany, Austria was much stricter with former members who had traded
freemasonry for membership in the NSDAP. In fact, no individuals were permitted
entry into the lodges if they had been in the Austrian Nazi party. While it was not
always possible to detect those who had undertaken Nazi activities, the attempt is
nevertheless laudable and one has to respect those masons who really wanted a new
start, heralding a new era.
One of the many strengths of this book lies in the fact that Patka looks into sources
hitherto unused and is therefore able to create a coherent picture of the Austrian
lodges and the relations to their Jewish members. By means of the individual
biographies the author establishes a unique illustration of differing attitudes towards
the Nazis in an historical context. Personally, I would have wished more initial
methodological explanations or information on the content in order to give readers
an idea of the overall aim of the study.
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